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Jenny Mason

From: Russ Kenney <kenneyruss@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 12:26 AM
To: Jason Ross
Subject: Grant Napear

  I listen to KHTK from the Bay Area, especially to Grant Napear and Doug Christie.  I am surprised and appalled that 
Grant has been placed on administrative leave as Grant has been incredibly supportive of the Black Lives Matter 
Movement especially in light of the events of this last week.  Each and every day he has maintained and supported 
dialogue for the recent incident and for Black Lives Matter.  His shows have always, outside of recent events, been 
supportive of the Movement to the extent that it is a matter of his character.  If you have listened to his shows for any 
length of time, you would feel that he has been an active supporter of Black Lives Matter. 
   You know the guy and yet you have chosen to place him on administrative leave because Boogie Cousins has a beef 
with him?  Don't embarrass yourself and your station with a bush league move like that.  I haven't heard of the station 
management coming out with a strong inflexible position on Black Lives Matter.  Have you opened up to all of the staff 
to encourage them to be outspoken on the subject of the movement?  Have you given them free reign to represent 
themselves and the station in a free and uninhibited manner on the subject of Black Lives Matter or do the employees 
always have to think "What would the station think" before they comment, text, or Tweet? 
  You know Grant Napear's character or you wouldn't have him on air.  You know Boogie Cousin's character and the next 
time that he is a consistently good guy will be one of the first times.  Yeah he is Boyz with a number of players, they pal 
around and listen to each other, but have any of those athletes stepped up like Colin Kaepernick, have any of them really 
put their career on the line like Kaepernick did?  Yeah they show up when there is an event or an available microphone 
to talk into, but where are they in the meantime?   
  I am big-time sympathetic to Black Lives Matter, not just the movement, but in finding ways to make Black people not 
feel intimidated eveyrtime they leave their homes.  I listen to news all day, I read news all day, I read European news, I 
listen to British News and someplace amongst all of that media I have missed that saying, "All lives matter" is roughly the 
equivalent of being a Racist and when you are asked about Black Lives Matter.  One had better not fuck up with some 
Christian response like "All Lives Matter".  They certainly had better not think about how their employer might react to 
anything they say, because they might have an unacceptable response.  Maybe your employment contract doesn't have 
an inclusion about not making the station look bad, but I kind of imagine that you do. 
  Stop embarrassing yourself with this "Politically Correct Thing".  I'm guessing that you make your decisions based on 
what the Kings may think, and I think that is pretty much how this thing went down.  Make a public stand on Black Lives 
Matter, challenge local police forces nationwide, challenge police officers nationwide to change their regulations for 
dealing with people.  A $20 crime doesn't deserve death, ever.  Challenge the bigoted NFL to stop inserting 
"UnAmerican" when the players are trying to make a statement about treatment in Black neighborhoods.  Man up and 
stop making Napear look guilty. 
 
Russ Kenney 
Mountain View, Ca 
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